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 Rapid process redesign 
methodology

 To develop, socialise and 
validate business process 
improvements

 A five-week journey

 Results in 20-day, 20-week and 
20-month initiatives

What is NESTT?
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Contextualise the process Navigate

Ideation towards 20 days / 20 weeks / 
20 monthsExpand

User testing and business casesStrengthen

User testing and business cases
Tune and 
Take-off

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Developed by Prof. Michael Roseman, QUTNESTT is an acronym for Navigate, Expand, Strengthen, Tune, Take-off. Each word represents one week on a 5-week journey that encourages a team of people to think differently in a creative and collaborative environment. Improvement ideas that came out of the NESTT ranged from small efficiencies to bigger ideas intended to make a ‘step-change’ in the way we work. Decisions about which of the team’s ideas for change should be implemented were made rapidly in one panel session in Week 5. 
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When to run a NESTT?



Shortcomings of existing approaches

Why use NESTT?
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Exclusive 
focus on pain 

points 
(reactive)

Time 
consuming

Methodology 
over 

outcomes

Lack of 
ongoing 

interactivity 
and 

transparency

Limited 
end-user 

engagement



 A fresh look at our contestable 
submissions process

 Investigate process improvements to 
enable and empower our excellent 
Research Services teams
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Background vector created by starline - www.freepik.com</a>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is “mission critical”, as Deputy Vice-Chancellor - Research Professor Jim Metson has put it, to improve success rates given how much time and effort our researchers put into contestable funding applications. For many of our researchers, their ability to contribute to their field relies on success with contestable funding. Researchers, and professional staff working across multiple teams to support them to apply for contestable funding, were struggling with an unwieldy and frustrating process that was preventing us from achieving the level of success we should be as NZ’s top research university.NESTT panel was made up of three core groups: - a panel to review and approve the business cases; Innovators (made up in this case of Business Development Managers, Research Service Managers, Senior Funds Advisors, Research Programme Co-ordinators) with facilitators from the Business Transformation OfficeSponsorship was from senior leadership on a panel representing different groups of decision-makers across the research service leadership.
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Week 
one

Week 
two

Week 
three

Week 
four

Week 
five

 Impact, resource, feasibility assessment and 
prioritisation

 Start developing a “case for change on a page” for 
each prioritised change

 Finalise “case for change on a page” for each 
proposal to be presented to panel

 Test assumptions & validate cases

Navigate
 Develop shared vision
 Explore current state, problems and pain points
 Share ideas for change
 Imagine future state

Strengthen

Tune

Takeoff
 Decision-making panel session
 Implementation planning

Expand
 Develop many ideas for change using different ways of thinking
 Group and begin prioritisation of ideas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NESTT is an acronym for Navigate, Expand, Strengthen, Tune, Take-off. Each word represents one week in a 5-week journey that encourages a team of people to think differently in a creative and collaborative environment. 



Week one - Navigate
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 Initial vision-setting session with NESTT team, panel, sponsors and 

facilitators

 NESTT team gets to know each other while imagining what we would like 

the process to be

 NESTT team shares some of their ideas for change – red post it notes 

signifying pain points



Week two - Expand
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 Listening to our researchers

Captured live by our visual artist Amanda Schreyer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Researcher Workshop 1: Ten researchers from across the University joined us to tell us what’s important to them, and what they’d like to see change in the contestable funding submissions process. The forum was a very rich source of feedback – key messages centred on:- Requiring earlier notification of opportunities; needing to better understand the complexity of what was required in funding applications; identifying new funding opportunities; understanding how to maximise their chances of success earlier; having a deeper understanding of what funders require



Week three - Strengthen
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 Researcher feedback

 Presented our big ideas to the Research Service Leaders 
Community of Practice

 Regroup ideas into what can be achieved in 20 days, 20 
weeks, 20 months

 Work on a new process incorporating the ideas generated in 
the NESTT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We held a workshop with researchers to test some of the initial ideas the team had brainstormed during the Expand week. Their feedback played a key part in shaping the team’s ideas throughout this week.On Tuesday the team also presented their initial ideas to the Research Service Leaders Community of Practice, including Sponsor DVC Research Jim Metson. The rest of Tuesday and Wednesday were spent reconsidering some of the ‘big ideas’, strengthening others with more detail about specific changes, and checking that these will deliver real benefits to researchers and those supporting them.



Week four and five – Tune and 
Takeoff
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 Develop a case on a page using the four themes

 Decision-making panel session

 Implementation planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Finalise “case for change on a page” for each proposal to be presented to panel- Test assumptions & validate cases



Four themes
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Ideas, not just applications Time & resource efficiency

Research Market IntelligenceConnecting research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ideas not applications: Starting early to develop ideas into programmes of work and planning funding for thosePipeline development aligned with University Research StrategyAdvise and direct for best fit funding matches (including reuse and rework applications)Time and resource efficiencyReduce focus on low value, last minute compliance checking and consider automation where possibleDifferent services according to researcher choiceEarly and clear communication of funder requirements and insights to improve successConnecting research Develop University-wide platforms and events to enable collaboration and connectednessInvest in people to build knowledge, retain excellence, and simplify working relationships with researchersCollaborative ways of working for both academic and professional staffResearch Market Intelligence Growing relationships with funders to capture feedback and insights (research market intelligence)Effective communication of insights to researchers to guide early application planning and developmentAdvocacy to funders of UoA research strategy, strengths, and capabilities, and lobbying for efficiencies



Progress on our four themes
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Ideas, not just applications

 Shift from an applications 
driven support model to 
one that prioritises the 
development and funding 
of ideas 

Time & resource efficiency

 Automation business 
case underway for CV 
outputs

Research Market Intelligence

 Changes to research 
governance model to align 
with research strategy and 
the sharing of research 
market intelligence 



Summary – feedback from our 
stakeholders
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really pleased to see reps 
from your team, BDMs, and 

FIRST on the same page, 
with much more 

understanding of other 
teams’ work

Good to see relationships 
being built and/or 

strengthened

Agreed that the 
recommendations coming 

out of the NESTT were 
worth implementing. pleased to see a focus on 

this process and  liked 
being engaged to give 

their thoughts 

Panel members and stakeholders

Researchers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Feedback from our Innovators: The Friday sessions were particularly useful as they were open to all the organisation/university to come and discuss and provide their ideas/feedbackThe usefulness of the process board: being able to have a visual representation of the process where we could physically move steps around in an interactive way helped to better understand the ‘black spots’ and supported creativity (creating new steps etc.)Representation from across the spectrum of research management professionals was crucial and feedback from researchers was an essential sanity check
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